We examine the problem of type inference for a family of polymorphic type systems containing the power of Core-ML. This family comprises the levels of the stratification of the second-order A-calculus (system F) by "rank" of types. We show that typabfity is an undecidable problem at every rank k > 3. While it was already known that typability is decidable at rank 2, no direct and easy-to-implement algorithm was available.
The usefulness of a particular polymorphic type system depends very much on how feasible the task of type inference is. We define concepts in terms of the A-calculus, which we use as our pure functional programming language throughout this paper.
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Another related issue is:
(3) Can a principal type (a "most general" type) be constructed for typable A-terms?
Closely related to the issue of principal types is type checking, the problem of deciding, given a A-term M and a type r, whether r is one of the types that may be derived for M by the type system under consideration.
In addition to the feasibility of a particular polymorphic type system, its usefulness also depends on how much flexibfity the type system gives the programmer. Although the polymorphism of ML is useful, it is too weak to assign types to some program phrases that are natural for programmers to write.
To overcome these limitations researchers have investigated the feasibtity of type systems whose typing power is a superset of that of ML.
Over the years, this line of research has dealt with various polymorphic type systems for functional languages and J-calculi, in particular the powerful type system of the Girard/Reynolds second-order X calculus [Gir72, Rey74], which we will call by its other name, System F. In the long quest to settle the type checking and typability problems for F, researchers have also considered the problem for F modified by various restrictions. Multiple stratifications of F have been proposed, e.g. by depth of bound type variable from binding quantifier [GRDR91] and by limiting the number of generations of instantiation of quantifiers themselves introduced by instantiation [Lei91] . One natural restriction which we consider in this paper r&-sults from stratifying F according to the "rank" of types LISP 94-6/94 Orlando, Florida USA @ 1994 ACM 0-89791 -643-3/94/0006.. $3.50 allowed in the typing of J-terms and restricting the rank to various finite values (introduced in [Lei83] and further studied in [McC84, KT92] ). All of these systems improve on the expressive power of ML.
Unfortunately,
it is often the case that the more flexible and powerful a particular polymorphic type system is, the more likely that automatic type inference will be infeasible or impossible.
As Quirks of the typing system that occur due to the lack of principal types are discussed.
We omit proofs of lemmas and theorems in this conference report to remain within the page limit. We postpone to either a later extended version of this paper or another paper discussion of the relationship between ML-typabtity and typability in Az and of type checking in A2.
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2 System Ak and System A;
In this section, we define first the untyped A-calculus, then System F, then the restriction of System F that results in System Ak. Then, we define a restriction of System A2 called System A; which has equivalent typing power.
In our presentation, we use the "Curry view" of type systems for the A-calculus, in which pure terms of the X calculus are assigned types, rather than the "Church view" where terms and types are defined simultaneously to produce typed terms.
The set of all A-terms A is built from the set of~-term variables V using application and abstraction as specified by the usual grammar A ::= V I (AA) I (AV.A). We use small Roman letters towards the end of the alphabet as metavariables ranging over V and capital Roman letters aa metavariables ranging over A. When writing A-terms, application associates to the left so that MNP E (MN) P. The scope of "k ." extends as far to the right as possible. ]. We denote that N is a subterm of M (possibly M itself ) by N C M. We assume at all times that every A-term M obeys the restriction that no variable is bound more than once and no variable occurs both bound and free in M. The symbol K denotes the standard combinator (kz.~y.x) and the symbol I denotes (kc.z).
The set of all types T is built from the set of type variables V using two type constructors specified by the grammar T ::= V I (T+ T) 1 (VV.T). A type is therefore either We define a notation for specifying many quantifiers concisely. For type u and set of type variables X~FTV(a), the shorthand notation VX. U is defined so that VB. U = u and V(X U {11}).u = Vcr.V(X -{a}).a.
This defines just one type because we assume the order of quantifiers does not distinguish two types.
We may use c1 to stand for a sequence of type variables al, ..,, an. We allow & to be treated as a set or as a camma-separated sequence as is most convenient, so V&.a has the expected meaning. The notation V.a means V(FTV(a)),u.
To define System Ak, we will use the following V/3./3 is a type of rank 2 but not of rank 1. Our definition of rank is exactly the same as the notion of rank introduced by Leivant [Lei83] . Since R(k)~lR(k + 1) it follows that if a type u is af rank k, then it also belongs to every rank n > k. Observe that the result of the substitution a[a := r] may not belong to the same ranks to which u belongs. The resulting rank depends on the rank of r and how deep in the negative (left-side) scope of "-" the free occurrences of a in a are.
To define A;, we will define the set S C T of restricted types in which quantifiers can not occur immediately to the right of the arrow "~".
The set S is defined by the two grammar productions:
The notation S(k) is defined to mean S n R(k) and S'(k) similarly means S' n R(k).
An sequent is an expression of the form A 1-M : r where A is a type assignment (a finite set {ml : al,... , z~: an} associating at most one type u with each variable z), M ã -term and r a type. We say this sequent's type is the type m~. ..+ IY~~r and a sequent's rank is the rank of its type. If K is a type inference system, then the notation A I-K M : r denotes the claim that A 1-M : r is derivable in K.
System F is the type system that can derive types for A-terms using the inference rules presented in Figure 1 with no other restrictions.
For every k~O, System Ak is the restriction of F which allows only sequents of rank k to be derived. Definition 2.1 (System A;) We define System A; as a restriction of System Az where the two differences are:
1. In A; all sequents must have types in S(2). Thus, all assigned types are in S(1) and all derived types are in S(2).
2. The inference rule INST of A2 is replaced by the rule INSTdescribed in Figure 2 which forbids instantiation with polymorphic types.
To make this paper more self-contained, we will briefly describe the difference in the types that can be assigned to a A-term in Az and A;.
For this description, let us temporarily suppose that quantifiers introduced into types by the INST rule are marked with the "#" symbol. In this case, we say that the subterms N and S are companions.
Specifically, N is the companion abstraction and S the companion argument. If N z R, i.e. Q = NS, then we say that they are adjacent companions. It is the case that adjacent companions are always a /3-redex. A set of non-adj scent companions represents a "potential" $redex in a~-term whose presence can be detected by simple inspection without /3-reduction. Consider a Aterm M with subterms (kc. P) and Q which are companions where (Az. P) is the companion abstraction and Q is the companion argument.
In this case, if (Xc.P) ever participates in a f?-redex after some number of steps of~-reduction, its argument will be Q or Q's~-descendent.
Companions will turn out to have convenient properties in System A;. (M)~is defined in terms of an auxiliary function label which takes as parameters a A-term, a set of term variables, and an index. The inductive definition of label follows for i~{1,2, 3}:
We then finish the definition by specifying that (J3Z, N) ), then jor every sequent AU {z: a} 1-N : T in D it is the case thata c S(O). Capture of free variables in (?1, 03, and 04 does not occur due to our assumption that all bound variables are named distinctly from all free variables. 01, 03, and 64 affect subterms that are applications, while 02 is applied to subterms that are abstractions.
When~-terms are viewed as trees, 01, Oz, and th can be seen to have the effect of hoisting &redexes higher in the transformed term, while 81 has the effect of raising an abstraction above a /?-redex. In section 6, we will use properties of these transformations to prove that a typability problem is reducible to acyclic semi-unification.
We use the notation Oi where i~{1,2,3,4] to stand for one of tL, f%, 03, or 6h. We define @ = 01 u02 U03 u04. Since these transformations are all notions of reduction, the not ations del, -W2, 441, etc., have the expected meaning.
We say that a term is in @-normal form if it has no 0-redexes. To prove that any tLreduction terminates, we establish a metric on A-terms and we then show that @-reduction strictly decreases this metric. 
In the following definitions, we presume that each subterm of a J-term is somehow distinctly indexed, so that otherwise identical subterms in different positions are distinguished. This is important so that the desired answers are produced when counting the size of a set of subterms and when asking whether one subterm is a subterm of another subterm.
Let A (for "ancestors") be a function that takes a labeiled A-term M and a subterm N within M, and returns the set of all subterms of M which contain N (including M and N). Let~(for "/3-redexes") be a function that takes a~-term M and returns the set of all of the subterms of M that are either~-redexes or are the function of a~-redex. Let A' for each z E {1,2,3} be a function that takes a J-term M and returns the set of all subterms of M that are~i-labelled abstractions. and provided that every A2 -abstraction binds a variable with a closed type, and provided we are typing a A-term in 0-normal form, then we can assign closed types to the bound variables of every /11-labelled abstraction without aflecting the whoJe J-term's typability.
-'"'e) The new System A~'*'e Definition 5.12 (System AZ takes advantage of the typing properties of A-terms in 0-normal form in A;'". System A; '*'S is intended to be used only for O-normal forms; its behavior on other J-terms has not been investigated. The inference rules for A; ';'O are presented in Figure 5 . As for A;'*, all sequents are required to be of rank 2, i.e. assigned types must be in S(l) and derived types must be in S(2). We adopt the convention that the final type assignment of any typing in A; '"e must assign closed (universally polymorphic) types to every free variable, otherwise the derivation is considered incomplete. In this section, we define acyclic semi-unification, give an algorithm for solving this problem, and develop a construction for reducing the problem of typability in System A; '"'e to acyclic semi-unification.
Definition
6.1 (Semi-Unification (SUP)) For convenience, we define semi-unification using the set of open types R(O) as the set of algebraic terms 'T. Let X = V denote the set of term variables to emphasize their use in algebraic terms as opposed to types. Although the members of 'T are also types, we will refer to them as terms when using them in semi-unification.
A substitution is a function S : X~T that differs from the identity on only finitely many variables. Every substitution extends in a natural way to a "~"-homomorphism S : T~T so that S(a~r) = S(a) e S(r). is the problem of deciding, for an ASUP instance I', whether 1? has a solution.
Definition 6.3 (Paths in Terms)
For an arbitrary algebraic term r, we define the left and right subterms of r, denoted L(T) and R(r).
More precisely, if r is a variable then L(r) and R(r) are undefined, otherwise we set L(TI~r2) = # and R(rl~T2) = r2. Ifl_I c {L, R}*, say II = Z1Z2 . ..~p. the notation II(r) means Z1 (x2(... (zP(r) . . . )). For an arbitrary II e {L, 1?}*, the subterm If(r) is defined provided II (read from right to left) is a path (from the root to an internal node or to a leaf node) in the bhary tree representation of r.
The following algorithm is an important sub-algorithm of the overall type-inference algorithm for As. KTU93] ) to solve instances of ASUP. This procedure repeatedly reduces redezes of two kinds and it halts if there are no more redexes or if a conflict is detected that precludes a solution.
Each reduction substitutes a term for a variable throughout I' and the composition of the reductions done so far represents the construction of the solution.
Redex
I Reduction: Let~c X and let #~X be a term with the property that there is a path II G {L, R}" and~< p is an inequality of I' such that:
The pair of terms (f, T(r')) where T is a one-to-one substitution that maps all variables in r' to fresh names is called a redez L Reducing this redex substitutes 2'(T') for all occurrences off throughout l?.
Redex II Reduction: Let~E X and p' c T have the property that < # p' and there are paths II, A, Z c {L, R}" and T < p is an inequality in r such that:
Such a pair (~, p' ) is called a redez 11. Reducing this redex consists of substituting p' for all occurrences oft hroughout I'. However, if there is a path @ E {L, R}* such that @(p') = f, then no solution to r is possible, so the procedure halts and outputs the answer that there is no solution if this is detected.
Although the general case of SUP haa been proven to be undecidable [KTU93] , ASU P has been proven to be decidable and in fact it is DEXPTIME-complete [KTU90] (where DEXPTIME means DTIME(2n0(') )). In addition, we have the following result for AS UP.
Lemma 6.5 (Redex Procedure Solves ASUP) For an instance I? of ASUP, the redex procedure either constructs a solution S to r and halts or correctly answers that 1? has no solution and halts. Furthermore, it halts within exponential time.
We now define another important sub-algorithm of the type-inference algorithm for AQ. . . . )) T,)TI
We will adopt the convention that the abstractions in a component T, for some i bind variables named z,,l, Z,,Z, etc., and that the free variables of M are named W1, WQ, . . . . WP. By writing the inequality (r <i p), we assert that the inequality will belong to column i of r, which will have n + 2 columns numbered from O through n+ 1. (We omit the proof that the resulting set of inequalities 17~is of the correct acyclic form to be an instance of ASUP.)
Most of the inequalities will be of a certain special form, so (r +1 We construct the instance I'M of ASUP from the Aterm M sa follows.
In constructing I'M, each subterm N C T, for some i will contribute one inequality, each $redex ((A' vi .P,)!G) will contribute one inequality, each variable y, will contribute n -i + 1 inequalities, and each variable x, or w, will contribute n inequalities.
For each subterm N of T, for some i, the term variable 6fJ will represent the derived type of N. For each bound variable Z,,j (which must be monomorphic), the term variable~l,j will represent its assigned type. For each variable z, (respectively vi or~a ), which must be assigned a universally polymorphic type, the term variables~f,,, . . . . /3~,, (respectively ,8:,, . . . . /3~,i and P&i 9 . . . . B#,:) will represent its assigned type.
Now we define the inequalities that will be in I'M. For each subterm N of Ti for some i, we add an inequality to I'M that will depend on N:
1. For N s w,, we add (8Y-1,,~, 61V).
2. For N z Xl, we add (~~_l,j~, 6N).
3. For N z yj, we add (~~_l,j~$ 6iv).
4. For N = z,,,, we add (~i,j =, 6N).
For N s (PQ), we add (6P =, 6Q + 6N).
6. For N~(A3zi,j.P), we tid (~i,j + 6P =i 6N). The only remaining consideration is what types to assign to the A2-bound variables xl, ... , x~and to the free variables WI, . . . . WP. If our only concern is whether M can be typed at all, then we can assign the type 1 to these variables, in which case we do not need to add anything more to I'M.
On the other hand, we may wish to specify more complex assigned types for these variables.
Let A be a type assignment whose domain is {z1,... , x~, w1,... , WP} and whose range is in (S(1) -S(O)), We define r&f,A to be r&f with the addition of more inequalities.
is V.U where u E S(0), we add (~~,, +0 a) (respectively (~fl, % m)). Run the redex procedure (Algorithm 6.4) on r&4 to either produce a solution S for rM2 ,A or the answer that r&f2,A haa no solution.
In To use System Az or A; in an actual programming language, we will have to take account of constants with constant types, e.g. "true : Bool". This might seem difficult to do, since the type inference algorithm is baaed on System A;,%g which requires all types assigned to identifiers to be completely closed (polymorphic). However, the redex procedure for solving ASUP instances can be simply told that certain variables are actually constants (e.g. Bool) and not to be changed by substitution.
Then the type inference algorithm will work correctly with constants. It is easy to observe that principal types do not exist in System Az in the same sense that they do in ML. Consider can be derived for 1. (Note that x can not be derived for 1 in A~}*>e .) However, there is no type r derivable for 1 in Az such that T~p, T~$, and T~x. When we consider the full power of Az and the polymorphic instantiation and types in (R(2) -S(2)) that it allows, the situation seems even more disconcerting.
We do not currently know of a convenient way to represent all of the possible rank-2 types that can be derived for a A-term.
The types derived by our type inference algorithm are principal in a weak sense. The rest of this section will present what is known about the kind of weak principality of types that exists.
The solutions to instances of SUP and ASUP are principal in a weak sense. For substitutions S, R : X~T, let the notation S L R mean that there exists some substitution S' : X~T such that for all term variables a in the domain of S it holds that R(a) = S'(S(CY)). 
